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Litigation - Ballard Spahr LLP The conduct of a lawsuit is called litigation. The plaintiffs and defendants are called
litigants and the attorneys representing them are called litigators. The term litigation may also refer to criminal trial.
?Litigation - Schiff Hardin LLP Litigation means a lawsuit pending in a court. More broadly defined, litigation means
any disagreement between two people where legal rights are at issue. The Role and Responsibilities of a Litigation
Lawyer The right litigation lawyer will represent you diligently and protect your interests. Here is out guide to finding
the right lawyer for and your case. Litigation - Services - Hogan Lovells the process of taking an argument between
people or groups to a court of law: Both sides agreed to the settlement to avoid the expense of litigation. Litigation
101 OCM Law Litigation is complex and demanding. It calls for experience, decisive judgment and steady nerve.
Hogan Lovells is among the best in the field. litigation Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary With more than
250 attorneys in 15 offices nationwide, our top-flight litigation practice is the firms largest. It draws from a deep
bench of skilled and experienced Litigation - definition of litigation by The Free Dictionary In complex commercial
litigation and arbitration matters, you need effective, experienced representation that you can trust to put your
priorities first. Alston What is litigation? definition and meaning - BusinessDictionary.com Definition of litigation in
the Legal Dictionary - by Free online English dictionary and encyclopedia. What is litigation? Meaning of litigation
as a legal term. What Is Litigation? - AttorneyPages.com - FreeAdvice.com Litigation is the term used to describe
proceedings initiated between two opposing parties to enforce or defend a legal right. Litigation is typically settled
by agreement between the parties, but may also be heard and decided by a jury or judge in court. Fried Frank
Litigation There is ongoing litigation in this matter. This law firm is known for its litigation practice. That attorney has
been chastised for his litigation behavior. Litigation Alston & Bird We have a special focus on cross-border litigation,
acting for and against foreign entities, tailoring our legal assistance towards commercially and strategically . What
is Litigation and Appeals? - FindLaw Define litigation. litigation synonyms, litigation pronunciation, litigation
translation, English dictionary definition of litigation. v. lit·i·gat·ed , lit·i·gat·ing , lit·i·gates v. tr Litigate Definition of
Litigate by Merriam-Webster Litigation. The process of resolving disputes by filing or answering a complaint through
the public court system. The nature of this complaint (including the Litigation and Dispute Resolution - Stibbe
Definition of Litigation and Appeals. Litigation is the process of going to court to argue your case. The case could
be criminal, in which the state argues that a Litigation Perkins Coie Litigation risk is the probability of a corporation
facing legal action, based on their actions. Litigation AllAboutLaw Litigation has been a cornerstone of our practice
since the firms inception. Leading companies from around the world in every industry, as well as their News for
Litigation 4 days ago . Litigation attorneys undertake numerous tasks during the stages of a lawsuit, managing the
case from start to finish. Do you have what it takes? Litigation Practices Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP Our litigation
department has nearly 200 attorneys in eight offices across the country. We have handled cases in more than 30
states, at all levels of state and Dentons - Litigation and Dispute Resolution Definition of litigation: Ultimate legal
method for settling controversies or disputes between and among persons, organizations, and the State. In
litigation process Litigation Practice Areas Services Foley & Lardner LLP We also represent clients interests
outside the courtroom in pre-litigation dispute resolution, advising on transactions and regulatory and administrative
law . Litigation legal definition of litigation Synonyms for litigation at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus,
antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for litigation. litigation - Wiktionary litigation. play
/?li-t?-?g?-sh?n/ noun. —. litigator. play /?li-t?-?g?-t?r/ noun Related Phrases. in litigation. LITIGATE Defined for
English Language Learners Litigation Define Litigation at Dictionary.com Litigation definition, the act or process of
litigating: a matter that is still in litigation. See more. Litigation Synonyms, Litigation Antonyms Thesaurus.com
Definition of litigation - the process of taking legal action. Litigation Risk - Investopedia We approach every
representation focused on the clients strategic business objectives, appreciating that litigation is useful to the client
only if it is in pursuit of . What is a Litigation Lawyer? Rose Lawyers Whether its a Fortune 500 client battling
bet-the-company litigation or a start-up trying to resolve a contract dispute, we can help. We have represented
clients in Litigation Capabilities Arnold & Porter A company facing litigation, whether as a plaintiff or a defendant,
must consider a number of cost, benefit and risk factors that are likely to impact the bottom line. Litigation Practices - Davis Wright Tremaine ?Litigation, or dispute resolution as its also known, involves assistance with
disputes and claims which may arise in the course of any commercial transaction or . Litigation - Brownstein Hyatt
Farber Schreck 26 Nov 2013 . I call myself a litigation lawyer. Litigation is almost all I do. Sometimes, potential
clients come to me without understanding my purpose. What is a litigation lawyer? - Pulat Yunusov Our Litigation
Department is recognized as one of the largest and most comprehensive in the nation, with a team that consists of
300 attorneys and more than a . Litigation Wex Legal Dictionary / Encyclopedia LII / Legal . litigation Definition of
litigation in English by Oxford Dictionaries Arnold & Porter is widely recognized for our successful record in
sensitive, complex, or high-stakes litigation. We partner with our clients to determine how they Lawsuit - Wikipedia
Business involves taking risks. Your choice of litigation and dispute resolution lawyers should not.

